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HOW TO FIND THE PERFECT HAUNTED DOLL FOR YOU

Adding a new addition to the family is an exciting but daunting process. Whether it’s a dog, 
a cat, or a spirit residing in a porcelain baby doll, the first step in adoption should always 
involve asking yourself a series of questions long before you fill out any paperwork: 

 “What is my lifestyle? What is a good match for my personality? What are the
           levels of care and paranormal activity I can handle?”

These questions are crucial to think about before making  a lifelong commitment to your 
haunted doll. Some spirits are just more evil, chaotic, and demonic than others, and that’s 
okay! Keep an open mind and heart, but you should always know what you’re getting into 
ahead of time. Here are four tips and tricks to choosing the best haunted doll for you. 

1) Do a background check on your doll and their seller. The last thing you want is a 
“haunted” doll from an eBay seller with no reputation. Pay close attention to the doll’s de-
scription: is it long, descriptive, and has world building? It’s most likely a fake! Is it urgent, 
frightened, and short? You might have found yourself a keeper. Here are some examples: 
 
 “Highly Active Spirit Haunted TY baby Doll (princess Diana): unknown exactly how to describe 
what’s going on I originally had this doll for sale with two other dolls but I had to cancel because this is re-
ally freaky we have been hearing real soft scary female voice with( English accent )having problems mak-
ing out exactly what is being said maybe someone else can so I placed her in a Ziploc baggie for safekeep-
ing from herself or other elements” This is real.

 “HAUNTED SUCCUBUS NUN PARANORMAL REAL. haunted DOLL NOT A TOY!. This is no 
joke I have suck marks all over my midsection from this demon I wake up with bruises every morning and I 
even hear and feel  it getting on my bed , if your into this kinda thing then this one is for you . Follow me on 
my YouTube channel ----.” This is fake.

 “Extremely Haunted Stuffed Monkey Doll - Old Looking and Possibly Rare. Looks really old and 
might be hand stitched. Might be missing some things, not sure...I think this thing belongs in a museum. 
I’m absolutely terrified of this doll. You can feel the evil oozing out of it. It’s always smiling... almost like 
it knows something that you don’t. PLEASE only purchase if you’re experienced and ready to deal with 
the evil that comes with this doll. I don’t want it anymore and I don’t want to give it to someone who isn’t 
ready.” Not sure about this one.

2) Know the costs. All haunted dolls are different. Some require new clothing or hosts, oth-
ers will break all of your fragile items until you are forced to replace them. Always prepare 
for the unexpected, and keep a reserve just in case things go south.

3) Give more dangerous and malevolent spirits a chance. Many of these dolls remain un-
bought for years, gathering dust in the padlocked salt-infused box their current owners seal 
them in. Unless they are an S+ Grade spirit, there’s always a shot at redemption.

4) Set you and your doll up for success. Prepare a comfortable, secure environment that 
can be monitored at all times. There is always a chance a seemingly
kind spirit will harm/turn on you, or reveal itself to be a trickster. 
Stay alert and guarded. If this happens, bring your doll to a trained
P.I who can work with the spirit.

-Ellie Schrader,
paranormal investigator
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FRESHMEN DISORIENTATION
Zoe Greear is great on a sandwich. Kevin Gr33r spells 
their last name in numbers. Timothy Greer was picked off 
a vine by their parents like a tomato or a green bean. Se-
lah Griffin can do this weird roar-chirp thing, just ask them 
about it. Beril Gultekin may or may not be named after a 
gemstone? Semi-precious stone? What even is Beryl? Fran-
cesca Gunn likes to wear 3 piece Armani suits on Fridays.
Ricardo Gutierrez was disqualified from competing in the 
Olympics for their strong stance on the diameter of a pring-
les can being way too damn small! Grant Gutterman still 
can’t believe it’s not butter. William Guzzo thinks tooth-
paste is too spicy. Tri Ha thought Gordon Ramsey was a 
baseball player until two weeks ago.Wynne Hague loves the 
flavor of the wax on Babybel cheese. Carlena Hall would 
love to have a building on campus named after them one 
day. Halfway there! Nathan Hallenbeck already ran out of 
declining. Isabella Hamm is a vegetarian for moral reasons.
Jae Han is a standup person. Macie Harkovich uses the 
word “twas” as a personality trait. Cody Harmon hitchhiked 
18 hours to see Kanye perform Donda live. Shanti Harri-
son would love to tell you which dorm hall they’re living in. 
Anthony Hartwick was never meant to see that. Eliza Har-
vey is not related to Kelsey Harvey at all. Probably. Sebas-
tian Hasbun prefers to use British Sign Language instead of 
American Sign Language. Abigail Hasselbrink has stolen 
one thing from campus. Margaret Hausman can’t wait to 
go sightseeing in Newark. Grayson Hawthorne can only 
communicate via smoke signals. Francis Hazlewood listens 
to Weezer on Spotify’s private mode. Linjun He was once 
offered $20 bucks to eat cat food. Fatima Henderson-Ber-
nard has a secret famous Soundcloud. Madeline Henrick-
sen thinks Masterchef is the best reality tv show of all time 
(and will argue with you if you think otherwise.) Charlotte 
Herron chose the wrong week to stop huffing glue. Aubrey 
Hill has been in Turkish prison for years. John Hines likes 
movies with silly little jokes in them.

eBay’s haunted doll 

community finally 

made me the admin of 

their Facebook group

- The sweetest kids 
on campus

Extremely Haunted Stuffed Monkey Doll - Old 

Looking and Possibly Rare. $666.66 USD


